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QUESTION 1

View the output below. 

As a root user, you run the two ulimit commands as shown in the output below. Why does the second ulimit command
fail as shown in the output? 

A. The ulimit command cannot be run from the bash shell. 

B. The ulimit command syntax is not correct. 

C. The soft limit value of file description cannot be set greater than the hard limit value. 

D. The soft limit of file descriptions\\' value should always be less than 1024. 

Correct Answer: C 

Any user can set a soft limit to any value less than or equal to the hard limit. Any user can lower a hard limit. Only a user
with appropriate privileges can raise or remove a hard limit. 

Note: 

* 

limit, ulimit, unlimit set or get limitations on the system resources available to the current shell and its 

descendents 

* 

Syntax: 

ulimit [- [HS] [c | d | f | n | s | t | v]] limit 

-H 

Displays or sets a hard limit. 

S 

-

Displays or sets a soft limit. 

Reference: man ulimit 
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QUESTION 2

You have successfully installed the uptrack tool on servers you will be using ksplice kernel updates. Which two options
are correct descriptions of commands you can run? 

A. "uptrack-show": list the active Oracle Ksplice updates in your running kernel. 

B. "uptrack-upgrade": connect to the Uptrack update server, check and apply new updates when available. 

C. "uptrack-upgrade": connect to the Uptrack update server, check and download a new update to the uptrack tool. 

D. "uptrack-show ": list the servers that have the uptrack tool installed using the current key. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A: uptrack-show 

You can see what updates have been installed by running uptrack-show: 

B: uptrack-upgrade 

Ksplice updates are the same security and bugfix updates you would get from your Linux vendor, packaged in a special
rebootless form. To apply Ksplice updates, just run uptrack- upgrade. 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the Oracle-supported source for obtaining Oracle Linux 

A. From any good Linux distribution 

B. From Oracle\\'s eDelivery software delivery cloud 

C. From Oracle Metalink Support 

D. From Linux vendors such as Red Hat or SUSE 

E. From Anaconda Installer 

Correct Answer: B 

* Oracle Software Delivery Cloud. Here you can find downloads for the Oracle Linux Operating System, Oracle VM, and
Oracle VM Templates for both Linux and Solaris. 

 

QUESTION 4

Finding a directive issued by your organization listing several important CVEs (Common Vulnerability and Exposures),
you find one for Linux OpenSSH (CVE-2006-5764), which might apply to your oracle Linux systems. What command
would help ensure that a patch has been applied to close this vulnerability on an Oracle Linux 6 system running
OpenSSH server? 

A. yum listcves openssh 

B. rpm qa | grep openssh | grep 5794 
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C. rpm q - - changelog openssh | grep 5794 

D. yum sec list cves | grep 5794 

E. yum sec list cvesApplied 

Correct Answer: C 

* 

The command rpm -q --changelog rpm displays a detailed list of information (updates, configuration, modifications, etc.)
about a specific package. This example shows information about the package rpm. However, only the last five change
entries in the RPM database are listed. All entries (dating back the last two years) are included in the package itself.
This query only works if CD 1 is mounted at /media/cdrom: 

rpm -qp --changelog /media/cdrom/suse/i586/rpm-3*.rpm 

* 

Is the patch RPM suitable for my system? 

To check this, first query the installed version of the package. For pine, this can be done with 

rpm -q pine pine-4.44-188 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two commands can be used on Oracle Linux to find the routing table and default gateway information of your
network? 

A. netstat r 

B. route show 

C. cat /proc/route 

D. route n 

E. traceroute 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: netstat - Print network connections, routing tables, interface statistics, masquerade connections, and multicast
memberships 

D: 

* 

route - show / manipulate the IP routing table 

* 

route n -n show numerical addresses instead of trying to determine symbolic host names. This is useful if you are trying
to determine why the route to your nameserver has vanished. 
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* 

The output of the kernel routing table is organized in the following columns 

Destination 

The destination network or destination host. 

Gateway 

The gateway address or \\'*\\' if none set. 

Genmask 

The netmask for the destination net; \\'255.255.255.255\\' for a host destination and \\'0.0.0.0\\' for the default 

route. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: use route n. No subcommand show. 

Not E: traceroute - print the route packets trace to network host 

 

QUESTION 6

On your Oracle Linux 6 system, you have to configure the eth0 network interface to 100 MB/sec, half duplex without
trying to autonegotiate. Which command will help you configure this requirement? 

A. # ifconfig eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

B. # ethtool interface eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

C. # ifconfig interface eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

D. # ethtool s eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

Correct Answer: D 

When I have a device that is acting up, I tend to run: ethtool ethX, check the Supported link modes, the Link partner
advertised link modes and the actual speed and Duplex. If my Supported link mode is set low (say 10/Half for some
reason) but my switch supports 1000baseT/Full then I\\'ll use ethtool -s ethX to change my ethernet settings to
1000baseT/Full. Just about anything you see from: ethtool ethX, can be changed with ethtool -S ethX. In this case you
would use the following: 

ethtool -S eth0 speed 1000 duplex full autoneg on 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements describe the capabilities used with the Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel? 

A. Existing Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 customers need to reinstall Oracle Linux to use the Unbreakable
Enterprise Kernel. 
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B. The Unbreakable Enterprise kernel is the default kernel starting with Oracle Linux 5.6. 

C. The Unbreakable Enterprise kernel is required when using multithreaded CPUs. 

D. Oracle Clusterware, OCFS2, and the Enterprise Manager pack for Linux support are included with Oracle Linux
Basic and Premier support. 

E. Switching between the Red Hat Compatible kernel and the Unbreakable Enterprise kernel is simple process of
changing kernels and glibc. 

Correct Answer: DE 

*

 Commercial technical support is available through Oracle\\'s Oracle Linux Support program, which supports Oracle
Linux, and existing RHEL or CentOS installations (i.e. without reinstallation). 

Note: 

*

 The Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel Release 2 is Oracle\\'s second major release of its heavily tested and optimized
operating system kernel for Oracle Linux 5 and Oracle Linux 6. Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel Release 2 is based on
the mainline Linux kernel version 3.0.16 and boasts a wide range of new features and improvements relevant for
enterprise workloads. 

Incorrect: 

Not A, not B: Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel Release 2 can be installed on Oracle Linux 5 Update 8 or 

newer, as well as on Oracle Linux 6 Update 2 or newer. 

 

QUESTION 8

Which file system is both new and now installed by default in Oracle Linux 6 with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel
(UEK)? 

A. ext4 

B. ext3 

C. zfs 

D. ext2 

E. fat64 

Correct Answer: A 

Oracle Linux 6 includes many new features, including: 

ext4 filesystem 

The ext4 filesystem is installed by default. 
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QUESTION 9

Examine the output of the yum.conf configuration file from o Oracle Linux 6 server. 

What does the "installonly_limit=3" option mean? 

A. Only three users can use the yum command simultaneously to install package on Oracle Linux 6 server. 

B. Only three Linux packages can be installed in one invocation of the yum command. 

C. Only three repository channels can be used for installing Linux packages. 

D. Only three versions of packages listed in installonlypkgs can be installed simultaneously. 

Correct Answer: D 

installonly_limit 

Number of packages listed in installonlypkgs to keep installed at the same time. Setting to 0 disables this feature.
Default is \\'3\\'. Note that this functionality used to be in the "installonlyn" plugin, where this option was altered via.
tokeep. Note that as of version 3.2.24, yum will now look in the yumdb for a installonly attribute on installed packages. If
that attribute is "keep", then they will never be removed. 

Reference: yum.conf 

 

QUESTION 10

You run the following command as the root user to set properties of a network interface (eth0): 

# ifconfig eth0 192.0.2.102 netmask 255.255.255.0 up Setting network interface properties with the ifconfig utility is not
persistent across system reboots. Which file would you edit to make settings and to make them persist across system
reboots? 

A. /etc/sysconfig/network file 

B. /etc/sysconfig/network/ifcg-eth0 file 
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C. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 file 

D. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/eth0 file 

Correct Answer: C 

Modify the eth0 config file Open the configuration using a text editor such as vi/vim, and make sure file read as follows
for eth0 interface # vi /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify the option with two files that are found in the /etc/sysconfig directory. 

A. /etc/sysconfig/autofs and/etc/sysconfig/authconfig 

B. /etc/sysconfig/ifcfg-eth0 and/etc/sysconfig/atd 

C. /etc/sysconfig/resolv.conf and/etc/sysconfig/network 

D. /etc/sysconfig/resolv.conf and/etc/sysconfig/grub.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

* 

The /etc/sysconfig/autofs file defines custom options for the automatic mounting of devices. 

* 

The /etc/sysconfig/authconfig file sets the kind of authorization to be used on the host. 

Note: * /etc/sysconfig/network 

Used to configure networking options. 

Incorrect: Not C, Not D: 

* The program that resolves hostnames to IP addresses reads a file called resolv.conf. This file is located in
/etc/resolv.conf directory. 

 

QUESTION 12

View the cron job example below. How often will this cron job run? 0 */ 5 * * * command 

A. every 5 minutes 

B. every 5 hours 

C. every 5 days 

D. every 5th month 

Correct Answer: B 
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Execute a cron job every 5 Hours 

The second field is for hours. If you specify * in this field, it runs every hour. If you specify */5 in the 2nd field, it runs
every 5 hours as shown below. 0 */5 * * * /home/ramesh/backup.sh 

 

QUESTION 13

As a root user, you executed the following command on your Oracle Linux 6 server: 

[root@host] # strace - o /tmp/diag.out sh diag.sh 

Which statement describes the purpose of this command? 

A. It collects the memory and swap space metrics when the diag.sh scripts runs. 

B. It collects the operating system metrics when the diag.sh script runs. 

C. It records the memory usage and CPU usage information of the processes when the diah.sh script runs. 

D. It records the system calls, which are called by the processes when the diag.sh script runs. 

Correct Answer: D 

* 

strace - trace system calls and signals 

In the simplest case strace runs the specified command until it exits. It intercepts and records the system calls which are
called by a process and the signals which are received by a process. The name of each system call, its arguments and
its return value are printed on standard error or to the file specified with the -o option. 

* 

strace is a useful diagnostic, instructional, and debugging tool. System administrators, diagnosticians and trouble-
shooters will find it invaluable for solving problems with programs for which the source is not readily available since they
do not need to be recompiled in order to trace them. Students, hackers and the overly-curious will find that a great deal
can be learned about a system and its system calls by tracing even ordinary programs. And programmers will find that
since system calls and signals are events that happen 

at the user/kernel interface, a close examination of this boundary is very useful for bug isolation, sanity 

checking and attempting to capture race conditions. 

Each line in the trace contains the system call name, followed by its arguments in parentheses and its 

return value. An example from stracing the command \\'\\'cat /dev/null\\'\\' is: 

open("/dev/null", O_RDONLY) = 3 

Errors (typically a return value of -1) have the errno symbol and error string appended. open("/foo/bar", 

O_RDONLY) = -1 ENOENT (No such file or directory) Signals are printed as a signal symbol and a signal 

string. An excerpt from stracing and interrupting the command \\'\\'sleep 666\\'\\' is: 
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sigsuspend([]  

--- SIGINT (Interrupt) --+++ killed by SIGINT +++ 

Reference: man strace 

 

QUESTION 14

You found a message on a public discussion forum mentioning a Vulnerability (for example, CVE-20065794), which
could affect some versions of OpenSSH in Linux distribution. Identify the command that would allow you to see whether
this CVE has been applied. 

A. rpm q changelog openssh | grep 5794 

B. yum listcvew openssh 

C. rpm -qa | grep openssh | grep 5794 

D. yum sec -list cves 

Correct Answer: A 

* 

The command rpm -q --changelog rpm displays a detailed list of information (updates, configuration, modifications, etc.)
about a specific package. This example shows information about the package rpm. However, only the last five change
entries in the RPM database are listed. All entries (dating back the last two years) are included in the package itself.
This query only works if CD 1 is mounted at /media/cdrom: 

rpm -qp --changelog /media/cdrom/suse/i586/rpm-3*.rpm 

* 

Is the patch RPM suitable for my system? 

To check this, first query the installed version of the package. For pine, this can be done with 

rpm -q pine pine-4.44-188 

Incorrect: not C: 

* qa stands for "Query All" 

Assuming you are attempting to find out if you have the Very Secure FTP Daemon installed, you want: 

rpm -qa | grep vsftp 

rpm -qa will show you all installed RPMs, piping it through grep will limit the list to RPMs containing the 

string "vsftp". 

 

QUESTION 15
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What does the following line in the modprobe.conf file indicate? options netconsole netconsole =
6666@192.168.1.200/eth0, 514@192.168.1.100/00:0C:A3:35:9C 

A. Netconsole logging is set up to send messages to a server at the IP address 192.168.1.200 by using the eth0
device. 

B. Netconsole logging is set up to send messages to a server at the IP address 192.168.1.200 by using the port number
6666. 

C. Netconsole logging is set up to send messages to a server at IP address 192.168.1.200 by using the UDP port 514. 

D. Netconsole logging is set up for two clients with IP addresses of 192.168.1.200 and 192.168.1.100 on this server. 

Correct Answer: B 

Example: options netconsole netconsole=6666@10.0.0.1/eth0,514@10.0.0.2/00:1A:A0:D2:55:66 

6666 => Server source port 

10.0.0.1 => Server IP eth0 => Server NIC 514 => Client listening port 

10.0.0.2 => Client IP 00:1A:A0:D2:55:66 => Client MAC 
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